GERUND VERSUS INFINITIVE GAP FILL
Fill in the gaps with the gerund (...ing) or infinitive form of the verb:

1. Do you think you will manage ____________(PASS) all your exams and go to university?
2. Would you mind _______________(WORK) in a dead end job?
3. Do you fancy _______________ (DO) a manual or theoretical job?
4. Would you refuse __________ (ACCEPT) a low paid/minimum salary job?
5. Do you regret ______________ (NOT TAKE) any courses last year?
6. Have you tried ___________ (GET) a part time job in the past?
7. Will you try _____________ (GET) a part time job when you are at university?
8. What are the benefits of going on __________ (STUDY) a master degree?
Answers

1. Do you think you will manage **to pass** all your exams and go to university?
2. Would you mind **working** in a dead end job?
3. Do you fancy **doing** a manual or theoretical job?
4. Would you refuse **to accept** a low paid/minimum salary job?
5. Do you regret **not taking** any courses last year?
6. Have you tried **to get** a part time job in the past?
7. Will you try **to get** a part time job when you are at university?
8. What are the benefits of going on **to study** a master degree?